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The Korteweg-de Vries equation describes the propagation of long waves 
of small but finite amplitude. One of the remarkable properties of the equation, 
shown by Miura, Gardner, and Kruskal[7], is the existence of an infinite number 
of energy integrals. 
Recently, Bona and Smith [2], Kametaka [3], Sjoberg [8], and others have 
proved the existence of a unique global solution of the initial-value problem for 
the Korteweg-de Vries equation. Temam [9] has shown the existence of a 
unique periodic solution of the equation. 
It is the purpose of this paper to study the initial boundary-value problem for 
the Korteweg-de Vries equation. The problem may be considered as a mathemat- 
ical model of an open uniform channel containing water with a wavemaker at 
one end. 
The initial boundary-value problem 
% + %,, + uu, = 0 on R+ x (0, T), 
u(x, 0) = u,, on Rf, u(O,t)=O, and z(~,t)-+O as x++co 
(O-1) 
is considered in Section 2. It will be shown that there exists a weak global 
solution of (0.1) if u0 is in We,‘. Wh en us is in W$“(R+), then there exists 
a unique classical solution of (0.1) on R+ x (0, Tr) with T = Tl if jj u, 116,s i  
small. 
In sharp contrast with the case of the initial-value problem, the sign of the 
coefficient of u,,, plays a significant role in the case of the half-line. In Section 3, 
the following initial boundary-value problem is considered. 
us - u,,, + uu, = 0 on R+ x (0, T), 
u@, 0) = uo , za(0, t> = t&(0, t) = 0, 24(x, t) ---t 0 
(0.2) 
as x--t 00. 
It will be shown that there exists a unique weak solution of (0.2) oniR+ x (0, TJ 
if ~1~ is in W~Oz(R+) with T = Tl if 11 zlo Ilz,e is small. The solution is classical if u. 
is in W$‘(R+). 
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Notations and definitions as well as some preliminary results are given in 
Section 1, 
1 
Let Rf = {x: x > 0} be the positive half-line and let D = Z/ax. We denote 
by (., .) and by 11 . /I the inner product and the norm in L”(R+), respectively. 
lP~“(R+) is the Sobolev space, 
Wk-z(R+) = (u: Djzc inP(R+) for 0 ,< j < k}. 
It is a Hilbert space with the norm 
and the obvious inner product. 
T&fy’(R+j is the completion of C,,“(R+), the family of all infinitely differentiable 
functions with compact support in R+, with respect to the/j . jlr,s-nornx IVp,2(R+j 
denotes the dual of W~v2(R+). Let (0, T) be a bounded open interval of the 
real line. L2(0, T, Wn*2(R+)) is the space of equivalence classes of functions u(t) 
from (0, 7’) to Wp,2(R+) h h w ic are P-integrable over (0, T). It is a Hilbert space 
with the norm 
and the usual inner product. 
L”(O, T; W7L,2(R+)) is similarly defined with the obvious modification. The 
derivative of zl with respect to t is denoted by Dp or simply by zc’ when there is 
no confusion possible. 
DEFINITION 1.1. Let u be an element ofP(0, T; H) where His a real Hilbert 
space. u is said to have a fractional time derivative Dtyu of order y, 0 < y, 
if there exists U inL”(-q 00; H) such that: 
(i) U(t) = u(t) a.e. on (0, T), 
(ii) (I + 1 7 1~) O(T) is in L”(-CD, co; H). 
0 is the Fourier transform of U with respect to t. 
DEFINITION 1.2. Let zq, be in L2(R+). Then u is said to be a weak solution 
of the initial boundary-value problem 
u’ + D3u + UDU = 0 on Rf x (0, T), 
u(x, 0) = ug ) u(0, t) = 0, and U--+0 asx+co 
505125/3-2 
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if: 
(i) u is inLio(O, T; ~jJ~2(R+)), 
(ii) -so’ (u, a’) dt + ji (uDu, v) dt + ji (Du, D’v) dt = (uO , v(0)) for all 
zi inL2(0, T; I@‘(Rf)) with n’ in Lz(O, T, L2(R+)) and n( ., T) = 0. 
PROPOSITION 1.1. Let {vi> be a basis of Wan”. Then for each j, there exzsts 
a unique solution wj in WtY2(R+) n W3,%(R+) of the equation: Awj = wi - D”w, = 
vj . Moremer: D2wj is in R, ( “,’ R+ and (wr> is a basis of the Hilbert space H = ) 
(u: u in lS$“(R+)), D”u in Wi,“(R+)}. 
Proof. The existence of a unique solution w,; in Wil”(R+) n W3,2(R+) of the 
equation Awj = vj follows from the theory of linear elliptic boundary-value 
problems. With our hypothesis on vj , it is clear that D2wi is in WiT2(R+). 
The linear independence of the Zyj’s implies that of the wj’s. It is easy to show 
that (wi> is a basis of H. 
PROPOSITION 1.2. Let ajk = (wj , w,J + (Dwj , Dwk) with wj , wk as in 
Proposition 1.1. Then det(a,,) f 0. 
Proof. Trivial. 
Let L be the linear elliptic operator defined by Lv = v + D%. Consider the 
linear elliptic boundary-value problem 
Lu =f on R+, u(O) = D2u(0) = 0, u(x) -+ 0 as x--P co. (1.1) 
PROPOSITION 1.3. Let k be a nonnegative integer and let f be in Wks2(Rf). Then 
there exists a unique u in Wi>“(R+) with D2u in W$“(R+) n W?=+2,2(Rf), solution 
of (1.1). Moreozler 
II u llkf4,2 < c llf Ilk,2 . 
Proof. First we note that the theory of regular elliptic boundary-value 
problems does not seem to apply to (1.1) since the dimension of the space is one. 
The proof of the proposition is easy. We shall not reproduce it. 
PROPOSITION 1.4. Let L be as in Proposition 1.3 and let p = 5 + iq 5 3 
& > 0. Then for any f in Wks2(R+), theTe exists a unique u ilz Wtv2(R+) with D2u 
in Wi9”(R+) n W *+2,2(Rf), a solution of the boundary-value problem 
(L + pI)u = f on R+, u(O) = D%(O) = 0, u 4 0 as x -+ CO. (1.2) 
Momvm, II u l14+k,2 + (1 + I P I) II 2~ IIIc,~ < C II& + PO lk2 . C is independent 
OfP- 
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Woof. The existence of a unique solution of (1.2) is exactly as in Proposi- 
tion 1.3. Using the estimate: 11 v // -I+&,?: < C // Lv jlli,a of Proposition 1.3 and a 
device due to Agmon-Nirenberg as reproduced in [6, p. 321, we obtain 
for any ‘II solution of (1.2). 
A standard interpolation inequality gives 
The proposition is proved. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let Lk be the linear operator from H = W,a(R+) into H 
with: 
(i) D(L,) = (21: 24 in iJ+“(R+) n W~+7~*2(R+), Dau in E$~“(R+)). 
(ii) L,u = Lu if u is in D(L,). 
PROPOSITIOX 1.5. L, is a closed linear operatoT from H = W~,2(R+) kto H 
and (Lk i- PI)-l is a bounded linear operator from H do H with 
Ii& + pp II d C(l + I p !)-‘. 
Proof. It is a direct consequence of Proposition 1.4. 
LEMMA 1.1. Let f be in L2(0, T; Wli*z(R+)) a?zd u,, be in W’~3Z(R+). That there 
exists a unique u in L”(O, T; D(L,)) z&h u’ in L2(0, T; WL,‘(R+)), a solution of the 
abstract equation 
11’ + Lpzc = f, u(0) = u. . 
Proof. Cf. [6, Theorem 3.2, p. 241. 
2 
In this section we consider the initial boundary-value problem (0.1). The main 
result of this section is the following theorem. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let u,, be in T/s 0 ( “J R+ . Then there exists u izzLm(O, T; W$‘(R+)) ) 
with u’ in L2(0, T; We~2(R+)), a solution in the sme of Dejinitiolz 1.2, of the 
initial boundary-aalue pTobbm 
zd + D”u + UDU = 0 on R+ x (0, T), 21(x, 0) = uo(x) on R-b; 
u(0, t) = 0 alzd u(x, t) -+ 0 asx++-oc. 
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For classical solutions, we have 
THEOREM 2.2. Let u0 be in TV$‘(R+), then there exists a unique u in L”(0, T; 
T&‘~~B(R+)) n Lm(O, T,; W4%“(R+)) with u’ in L=(O, T,; H$“(R+))for some Tl > 0, 
a solution of the initial boundary-value problem of Theorem 2.1. Mopeover Tl = T 
ifI1 u. lls,2 < c for some c > 0. 
Remark 2.1. The problem of the unicity of the solution of Theorem 2.1 
is open and is analogous to that of periodic solutions of Temam [9]. 
The proof of Theorem 2.1 is long. We shall first give an outline of the proof. 
(i) Using a Galerkin approximation and Lions’ fractional time-derivative 
method, the existence of a local solution of the following initial boundary-value 
problem is established. 
IL<’ + cD4u, + Du, . u, + D3u, = 0 on R+ x (0, T); 
24,(x, 0) = uo 
(2.1) 
on R+, z&(0, t) = D’u,(O, t) == 0. 
(ii) The solution u, of (2.1) 1s s h own to be a global solution by using the 
first two conservation laws of Miura-Gardner and Kruskal. The following 
crucial estimate is established. 
C is a constant independent of E. 
Remark 2.2. The estimate will be obtained without applying results of the 
theory of interpolation spaces and may be used to simplify Temam’s proofs [9]. 
(iii) Let E - 0 and we get Theorem 2.1. 
(iv) To get Theorem 2.2, we show that the unique solution u, of (2.1) is 
such that: zl,’ llLm(o,rl;w;~~(R+)) < MG(li u. &,a). 
THEOREM 2.3. Let u. be as in Theorem 2.1. Tlzen for each E > 0, there exist: 
(i) T, with 0 < T, ,( T, (ii) a unique solution u, in L=(O, T,; W$‘(R+)) with 
Dzu, inL2(0, T,; W’$*(R+)) an d u,’ in L*(O, T,; H-‘,“(R+)) of the initial boundayy- 
value probZem (2.1). 
Theorem 2.3 is a consequence of a series of lemmas. We shall now proceed 
to the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Let {vj) be a basis of W,$“(R+) and let (.zuj} be as in Proposition 1.1. Set 
Up(b) = 5 Cjk(t) wj . 
j=l 
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Then it is clear that 
AZ&(t) = i c,(t) 3wj = f Cja(t) “j . 
j=l j-1 
(2.2) 
Since cr.4~~) is a basis of H = {v : v and D’v in Wan’) and H is dense in I@‘(R+) 
there exist real numbers 01~~ such that 
Consider the initial-value problem for the system of nonlinear ordinary 
differential eqUatiOnS in Cjk(t)a 
(& ) Vj) - E(D%,, ) DVj) $- (D%,, ) VJ * (U,kDu,t I Vj) = 0, 
1 <j<k. 
(2.3) 
Cjk(0) = Lxjk , 
LEMMA 2.1. Suppose all the hypotheses of Theorem 2.1 are satisJed. Then 
there exists a loen1 solutiolz u,~ with ~1,~~ and D%c,, in C(0, TEL; W$‘(R+)), of the 
system (2.3). 
Proof. We note that 
The lemma follows from Proposition 1.2 and from the Caratheodory theorem. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let uck be as inLemma 2.1. Then there exists T, zuit?z 0 < T, < T 
such that 
M(E) is independent of k. 
Proof. (1) Multiplying (2.3) by+(t), taking the summation with respect top 
from 1 to k and using (2.2), we get 
(u,l, , Au,,) - E(D%f,n, ) DAU,k) $- (u,gDu,p ) AZf,k) + (D”U<~ , Azr,,) = 0. 
It is clear that (& , AU,,) = +(djdt) /I u,2i(t)jj:,2 . 
(2) Consider the expression (D3qI, , Au,,) = (D3q, , ZL,~) - (D3u,, , D%Q 
Since ~4,~ and D2ucL are in W$‘(R+), integration by parts yields 
Thus 
(D3u,t , D2u,,) = 0; (D3u,k , u,,) 3 0. 
(D3u,~ , AZ&J > 0. (2.4) 
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(3) We have -c(D3u,, , DAuEl, , DAu,,) = --E(D~u,~ , Du,~) + l (D3u,, , 
D3u,,). Since DkErc is in I@*(P), an integration by parts gives 
-(D3u,, , D&k) = II D3u,k II2 + II D’u,,t II’. (2.5) 
Consider the expression (uEkDu,, , Au,,). We get’ 
I(u,,Jkk 7 Adl G c II z*,rc IL II u,T&,~ II 
In the above estimate we have used the Sobolev imbedding. Combining (2.4), 
(2, 5) and (2.6), we have 
(44 II %&llt,, + 6 II %nW23,n < I;;‘E-l II %k II:,2 .
Moreover, uGk(., 0) + u,, in E’iV2(R+). 
(4) Consider the initial-value problem 
dvldt = Kc-%“, v(O) = II uo II?,, * 
It is clear that there exists a unique solution v in C(0, T,) of the above initial- 
value problem and T, is independent of k. 
A standard comparison theorem of the theory of ordinary differential equations 
gives 
II &c(M, G w for t in min([O, T,], [0, T,“]]. 
By continuation, if necessary, we get 
II %k(t)l/?,% G v(t) for t in [0, T,]. 
All the other assertions of the lemma are now trivial to establish. 
LEM~ 2.3. Let uEh be as in Lemmas 2.1 and 2.2. Then 
/I DtY% IILqO,T,;W~.qR+~~ < fit(,). 
M(C) is independent of k. y is any number with 0 < y < 2. 
Proof. (1) Set z&,(t) = use(t) on [0, TJ and zero outside. Then we have 
((d/dt) CEk , vj) - c(D3iiGX:, Daj) + &DI,, , q) + (D%,, , q) 
= (%(O, .> vd so - (U,k(., T,), 4 s, . 
(2.7) 
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8, and 6, are the Dirac delta functions with mass at T, and 0. Set gfk(t) = 
q;(t) DuEa( Taking the Fourier transform of (2.7) with respect to t, we obtain 
iT(dEfz ,zJ~) - E(m,k , Dz+) + (gck , v,.) f (mck I ejj 
= (Z&.(‘, 0), Uj) - exp(-2ZITTE)(uEJi(., T,), Vji. 
G,, and jek are the Fourier transforms of z& and &. . On the other hand, 
Hence 
The Sobolev imbedding theorem gives lPz(R;) CL4(R+). So ilgEa(t)ij < 
c I/ %lM,2 . Taking into account Lemma 2.2, we obtain 
II &a(~)11 < j-1 II Lc(tN dt < W4; 
M(E) is a constant independent of k. Taking the imaginary parts of (2.&), we get 
I -2. I II 4&)1/12,2 < II fi&%,2 + II ~dt(~)ll II -%d~>ll 
+ I/ ~%,(~)li (11 &c(o)ii + 11 dTJl! t /I ~&-)j~3,& 
It follows from the estimates of Lemma 2.2 that 
Let u be any number with 20 > 1. Then 
(1 -I- j 7 (20)-1 I 7 I /I %,k(7)/l;,2 < 2 II &k)llk2 + q4u + I 7 12T !’ %k l/3,2 - 
Thus, 
*m ! (1 + 1 T I”‘=)-’ 1 T 1 I\ fi,,(~)ll:,~ dT < M(E). ‘--m 
An elementary argument gives 
c m (1 + I 7 I”“) II fi&lt.2 dr S W’(E). x-C@ 
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y is any number with 0 < y < 2 (cf. [5]). The different constants Al(c) are all 
independent of k. The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.3. (1) Let uGx: be as in Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 2.3, We obtain 
from the weak compactness of the unit ball in a reflexive Banach space and from 
the estimates of Lemmas 2.2 and 2.3, by taking subsequences if necessary, 
uCb -+ u, in the weak*-topology of Lm(O, T,; ?V$‘(R+)), uEk -+ u, weakly in 
L*(O, T,; W2(R+)) as k -+ +co. Moreover D”u, is in L2(0, T,; Wiy2(R+)). 
(2) Let g,, = u,J& . Then gSx: is in L”(0, T,; L2(R+)) and 
II g& IIL~(O,T,;La(R+)) G II ‘ek II~m(f),T,:L4(R+)) II Du& llL~(o,~,;&R+)) 
G c II UC72 II P(O,T,;W1%+)) 11 Q IlL~(o,T,;W2.“(R+)) 
< C(e). 
Hence gElr = g, weakly in L2(0, T,; L”(R+)) as k + +CQ. We now show that 
g, = u,Du, . 
For any bounded open interval G of Rf, we have 
The natural injection mapping of lP2(G) into P(G) is compact. It follows from 
a theorem of Lions [5] and from the above estimates that uEk + u, in L2(0, T,; 
L”(G)) as k + +co. The Lebesgue convergence theorem gives uEk~ + u,v in 
L2(0, T,;L2(G)) i -or any ZJ in L2(0, T,; L2(G)). Thus, g,, -+ g, = u,Du, weakly in 
L2(0, T,;L2(G)). S ince g, and zc,Du, are both in L‘z(0, T,; L2(R+)) and since G is 
any bounded subset of Rf, we obtaing, = u&, a.e. on Rf x (0, T). 
(3) It is now standard to show that U, is the unique solution of the initial 
boundary-value problem (2.1) of the theorem. We shall not reproduce the proof 
here. 
We shall now show that the solution u, of Theorem 2.3 is a global solution and 
establish some crucial estimates. 
THEOREM 2.4. Let u. be as in Theorem 2.1. Then for each E > 0, there exists 
a unique solution of the initial boundary-value problem (2.1). The solution u, 
satisjies the estimate 
II UC IIL”(0,T;W,1,2(R+)) + cl/‘? II u, llL?,O,T;W3.e(R+)) G c II uo Ill,2 (1 + II uo II”>. 
C is a constant independent of E. 
Proof of Theorem 2.4. (1) Let u, be as in Theorem 2.3, i.e., a local solution 
of (2.1). We now show that it is a global solution. We have 
+(d/dt) /I uJt)l]2 + (u,Du, + D3u6 , uE) - c(D3u, , DuJ = 0. 
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Since U, and D%, are in P(O, T,; Wt,‘(R+)), integrations by parts yield 
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-(D3uc , Dq) = 11 D%, 112, (u,Du, , u,) = 0, and (D3u, , uJ = 4 j Du,(O, t)i. 
(2.9) 
Thus, 
Hence 
(d/dt) 11 u,(t)ll” + 26 11 DBU$)l~” < 0. (2.10) 
II *, II;~c,,,T;pc~+jJ + 2~ II D2ue l/&,,T;p~~+~~ d II *co I!‘. (2.11) 
(2) We now show that /I U, j\Lm(O,T;srl.z(R+j) is uniformly bounded. The 
proof is simpler than that of Temam [9] and does not make use of some deep 
results of the theory of interpolation spaces of Lions. 
Since u, and D2u, are both in L2(0, T,; Wi?‘(R+)), D2u, -/- &tc2 is in Wil’(R+). 
Hence 
(u,‘, D%, + +u;) - c(D3u,, D(D2u, + +u,3j 
+ (D(D2u, + $u,“), D%, + &G”) = 0. 
Simple integrations by parts give 
(44 II DWl12 + 2~ II D3Gli2 
= Q(W) II ~~,(~)ll;~~~+~ - 24D3u, , dk). 
Integrating (2.13) with respect to t for any t in (0, T,), we get 
Ii W~>ll” + 2% jot II D3Wl12 as 
G 6 II %(a&+, + II Duo II2 + 2~ j” l(D3u, > @4l A. 0 
Since I/ uJ~)I~~ =zCR+) < 11 ~~(t)ll~~t~+) j] zc,(t)lls, it follows from (2.11) that 
II wl;3(R+) G II uo /I2 II %~~)llp(R+, 
d c II uo /I2 II %(alI,2 
9 fr II JWl12 + C II uo II’. 
(2.12) 
(2.13) 
(2.14) 
(2.15) 
In the above estimate, we have used the Sobolev imbedding theorem and (2.11)” 
We have 
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Applying (2.11) we obtain 
W3zc, 7 d%)/ G + II D3u, II2 + 4 II *o II2 II u, II& - (2.16) 
The inequality (2.14) becomes, by taking into account (2.15) and (2.16): 
< C II uo II’ + II Duo II’ + E II uo II2 It II MI;,, A (2.17) 
0 
d c II uo II?,, (1 + II uo II">. 
By applying (2.1 l), we get the above estimate. Since the right-hand side is 
independent of both E and t, we get the theorem. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. (1) Let u, be as in Theorem 2.4. We obtain from the 
weak compactness of the unit ball in a reflexive Banach space and from the 
estimates of Theorem 2.4, by taking subsequences if necessary, u, -+ u in the 
weak*-topology of L”(0, T, ?V$‘(R+)), &k, + 0 weakly in P(O, T, IVs2(R+)), 
zc,’ -+ zi weakly in L”(0, T, IV2,2(R+)) as E + 0. Set g, = u,Du, . Applying the 
Sobolev imbedding theorem, we have 
C, is a constant independent of E. 
(2) We now show that g = UDU. 
Let G be any bounded open subset of R f. Then it is clear that by using the 
estimates of Theorem 2.4, we have 
M is a constant independent of E. 
On the other hand, since the natural injection mapping of lVr*“(G) into L”(G) 
is compact, it follows from Aubin’s theorem [I] and from the estimates of 
Theorem 2.4 that 
u, -+ .u in Lg(0, T, L2(G)). 
Since u, -+ u in the weak*-topology of Lm(O, T; Wl,I(R+)), g, = u,Dzc, +g = 
UDU weakly in L2(0, T, L2(G)). We note that g and UDU are both in L2(0, T, 
L2(R+)). Since G is any bounded open subset of R+, we obtain g = UDU a.e. on 
R+ x (0, T). 
(3) It is now standard to show that u is a solution of the initial boundary- 
value problem of the theorem, in the sense of Definition 1.2. 
The theorem is proved. 
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We shall now show that if u,, is smooth enough, u is a classical solution. 
LENI~M 2.4. Let u0 be in iJ7is’(R+) and let u, be as izz Theme-m 2.4. The-n uE 
is in L”(0, T; Wt3B(R+) n W9,Z(R+)) with Deu, in Lz(O, T; kVi.2(R+)) and ~1,’ is in 
L”(O, T; Wi5’(R+) n W5,P(R+)). 
Proof. From Theorem 2.4, we have 
u;’ + ~0%~ = -D3u, - u,Du, = f on A+ x (0, T), 
u,(N, 0) = uo(x) on R+, -u,(O, t) = D”z@, t) = 0 and u, + 0 as x + Ed. 
Since u, is in LO(O, T; lV~y2(R+)) n L2(0, T; W3,2(R+)) and W,e(R+) is a Banach 
algebra with respect to pointwise multiplication,fis inL2(0, F> L2(R+)). Applying 
Lemma I .I with R = 0, we obtain u, in L2(0, T; W*,2(R+)), hence u,’ belongs 
toL”(0, T;L”(R+)) and thus U, is in C(0, T; FPz(R-r)j. 
By repeated applications of the above argument, we get the lemma. 
The following crucial lemma is crucial for the proof of Theorem 2.2. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let zq, and ZI, be as in Lemma 2.4. Then there exists a positiz:e 
number T, with 0 < T,, < T, T,, izzdependmt of E such that 
Ii 4 II pco T .rV1.“(R+)) < CGCIi ~0 lls.2), ’ 0’ 0 
C is a constant independerzt of F, To = T if 11 uo j6,2 < c for some positke c, G[r) 1 
is a positive continuous function of I with G(r) = 0 z$ T = 0. 
Proof. Let u, be as in Lemma 2.4. Then 
cD4u,’ + D3u,’ + D(u,u,‘) is in L”(0, T; W.‘(R+)). 
Hence zd: is in L2(0, T; pW’-(R+)). With u,’ in L2(0, T; Wj:‘(R+)) and z< in 
L2(0, T; EV2(R+)), u,’ lies in C(0, T, lW2(R+)). Thus, ZJ~‘(.X, 0) = --ED%~ - 
D3uo - u,Dz~, = g, . Consider the problem 
u: + <D4u6’ + D3uE’ + D(uEuE’) = 0 on R+ x (0, T), 
u,(O, t) = D”u,(O, t) = u,‘(O, t) = Dpu<‘(O, t) = 0, (2.18) 
U,‘(N, 0) = g, . 
(1) Multiply (2.18) by 21,’ and we get 
+(d/dt) Ij z~,‘(t)1\2 + l (D4u,‘, zc,‘) + (D3uE’, us’) + (D(uEu.‘), zig’) = 0. (2.19j 
Since u,’ and D%,’ as well as U: are in L2(0, T, Wi7’(R+)), integrations by parts 
yield 
(D4uc’, u,‘) = I/ DO-uE’(t)i[‘, 
(D3u,‘, 21,‘) = -$ .i 
D(Du,‘)’ do > 0. (2.20) 
R+ 
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Hence (2.19) becomes, on account of (2.20), 
An integration by parts gives 
Thus, 
(D(up;), 24,‘) = Q(U,‘DU, ) 2.4,‘). 
We have used in the above estimate the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the 
estimate of Theorem 2.4. Therefore (2.21) becomes after integration with 
respect to t 
Wuo) = II uo IIf,2 (1 + II *o II”>. 
so 
II %Ya2 G 4 II % $2 + II fJ0 II,“,, + CWUO) Jy II d(M,2 & (2.24) 
(2) We may write D3u,’ + u,‘Du, + u,Dzl,’ as D(D2u,’ + u,u,‘). Note that 
D2u,’ + u,u,’ is in L2(0, T, Wi3”(R+)). Multiplying (2.18) by D2u,’ + up, and 
using integration by parts we obtain 
(u:, D2u,’ + .up,I) + E(D’u;, D’u; + up,3 = 0. (2.25) 
It is easy to check that 
P42c,‘, D”zc,’ + up,‘) = - II D”uE’(t)l]’ - (D3u,‘, u,‘Du,) - (D3u,‘, u,Du,‘). 
On the other hand, we have 
G II D3u,’ II2 + W4 II &(t>lll”,2 . (2.26) 
In the above estimate, we have used the Sobolev imbedding theorem and the 
estimate of Theorem 2.4. C is a constant independent of E. Since (uz, D2u,‘) = 
-*(d/d) j/ Du,‘(t)lI”, (2.25) b ecomes by taking into account (2.26) 
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Wo) = II uo l/l,2 II uo IL (1 -t II 210 llf.2). 
C is a constant independent of both E and u. . 
In the above estimate we have again used the Sobolev imbedding theorem and 
the estimate of Theorem 2.4. The inequality (2.28) becomes by taking into 
account (2.29) and (2.31) 
II %‘(t)lt < CF(u,) -I- C II zdo IIf,, (1 + I/ a0 II”) Ii zb’(4112 + C/l u. llh 
-+ 2~CH(zr~) it /I u,‘(~)jj;,~ ds $- C s,’ I/ u,‘(s)~/;~, ds. 
(2.32) 
‘0 
Taking the inequality (2.23) and putting it into (X32), we obtain 
(2.33) 
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S(u,) = C@%) + C II zio Ii& + I/ u. II& and S,(U,) is equal to 2 E CH(zl,) + 
C 11 u. &(I + I/ u. 11”) H(u,). So adding 11 zl,‘(t)jla to the two sides of the inequality 
(2.33) and using again the inequality (2.23), we get 
(2.34) 
C is a constant independent of E and of u. , G(p) is a positive continuous function 
with G(r) = 0 itI r = 0. 
In the previous inequality, we have applied the inequality aB < (l/p) up + 
U/d bP* 
Let w(t) be a positive function of t with w2(t) equal to the right-hand side of 
inequality (2.34). A simple computation gives 
w’ < &Lzi2, 40) = {G(lI uo l/d1’2~ (2.35) 
Thus 0 < w(t) < w(O)/(l - $tCw(O)). But j/ u,‘(t)ll:,, < I w(t)i2, and therefore 
II Gllt,z G WI uo IldU - &‘Wl uo IId*. (2.36) 
It is clear then that there exists T1 with 0 < Tl < T such that 
II %I II Lm(0,T,;W;,2(R+H < M. 
M is a constant independent of E. 
It is also easy to see that TX = T if II u. jla,s is small. 
The lemma is proved. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Let zc, be as in Theorem 2.4. Then as in the proof of 
Theorem 2.1, there exists a subsequence u, such that u, -+ u in the weak*- 
topology of La(O, T; H~~,2(R+)). u is a weak solution of the initial boundary- 
value problem of Theorem 2.1. Moreover, from Lemma 2.5, we have 
u,’ - u’ in the weak*-topology of L”(0, Tl ; l&$‘(R+)). 
Since u is inL5(0, T, W*2(R+)), applying the Sobolev imbedding theorem we get 
uDu inLm(O, T; L”(R+)). On the other hand, D3u = -u’ - uDu in the distribu- 
tion sense on R+ x (0, T). Therefore D3u lies in Lm(O, T,; L”(RI-)), i.e., u is in 
Lm(O, T,; W3s”(R+)). Repeating the argument again, we get u in L”(0, T,; 
W”(RR+)). 
It is known that if u is i&-(0, T,; W4s2(R+)) and if u’ is inL”(0, T,; JF”(R+)), 
then u is in C(0, T,; HJ’~-~(R+)). Th ere f ore u is in Cl(O, T,; W1,2(R+)) by looking 
at the equation. 
It is trivial to show that the solution is unique. 
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In this section, we consider the initial boundary-value problem 
u’ - D3u + uDu = 0 on R’ x (0, T), 
21(x, 0) = u&) on R+, ~(0, t) = Du(0, tj = 0, (3.1) 
U(X, tj + 0 asx-+ co. 
We have 
THEOREM 3.1. Let u0 be in Wty2(R+). Then thef*e exz’sts a solutiow of the initiat 
boundary-aalue problem (3.1): 
(i) Tl with 0 < Tl < T; Tl = T if ]j u0 IjZ,y < c for some c > 0, 
(ii) a unique u i~z Lm(O, T,; Wi>‘(R+)) with u’ in L”(0, T,; W1,2(R+)). 
For classical solutions, we have: 
THEOREM 3.2. Let u,, be in W,6”(R+). Then there exists a unique u in Lm(O, T,; 
Wt>‘(R+) C-I W5*2(R+)) witlz u’ in Lm(O, T,; Wi7”(R+)), a solution of the inztial 
bomzdary-value problem (3.1). Tl is as in Theorem 3.1. 
First, we consider the initial boundary-value problem 
u<’ f ED~u< - D3u, + u,Du, = 0 on R’ x (0, T), 
u&z, 0) = u&q on I?+, Z&(0, t) = Du,(O, t) = 0, (3.2) 
u, -+ 0 as “V--t co. 
THEOREM 3.3. Let u,, be as in Theorem 3.1. Then fog each E > 0, there exists 
a unique u, in L”(0, T; W:*(R+)) r\ L”(0, T; W4,‘(R+)) with u,’ inL”(0, T; L”(R+)), 
a solution of the initial boundag~-aabe problem (3.2). Moreover, 
C is a constant independe?zt of E. T, is independent of E and 0 < Tl < 1’ mith 
Tl = T ifi/ u, &,2 - c for some positive c. 
Proof qf Tlzeorem 3.1 using Theorenz 3.3. The proof is similar to that of 
Theorem 2.1 using Theorem 2.4. We shall not reproduce it. 
Proof of Theorem 3.3. (1) Let {vj> b e a basis of L’(R+) and let ~zo;) be the 
unique solution in Wi*‘(R+) n WQ(R+) of the equation Bzaj = wj + D4mj = zi; e 
Then (wj> is a basis of W$2(R+) n W4J(R+). Set 
uk(t) = i cjrc(t) 'Wj . 
i=l 
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Let us be in II$9”(R+). Since Wi*“(K-I-) n W4,z(RI-) is dense in IG7*(R-1-), there 
exist real numbers oljk such that 
Consider the system of nonlinear ordinary differential equations in cjk(t): 
A proof similar to that of Theorem 2.3 with some obvious and minor changes 
gives the existence of a local solution u, in L”(0, T,; W$s(R+)) nP(0, T,; 
lWs(R+)) with u, ’ in Ls(0, T,; L”(P)) of the initial boundary-value problem 
(3.2). In contrast to the case treated in Section 2, Tl is independent of E. 
(2) We now show that Tl --_ T, i.e., u, is a global solution. We have 
$(d/dt) ‘1 z&(t)! * + E jj D%, 112 -I- (D%, ) DUE) = 0. 
Since U, is inL”(0, T,; W~2,2(R-I)), (D2u,, Du,) ==z 0. So by integrating the above 
equation, we get 
(3.3) 
The right-hand side of the inequality is independent of E and oft, thus 
C is a constant independent of E. 
By multiplying Eq. (3.2) with u, j u”zc, , WC obtain after some integration by 
parts with respect to x 
gd/dt)(ll u,(t)y + 11 D,“u(t)yq $- E ‘1 D%l, j,2 + E I/ D%L, I;* 
+ (u,Du, ) y + PUJ - (D%, ) u, + D%,) = 0. (3.4) 
Integrations by parts yield (D3u, , n,) -: 0 = (u,Du, , IA,). Moreover, 
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Thus, from (3.4) and the above estimates, we get 
It follows from Gronwall’s lemma that 
Taking into account (3.3), we obtain 
Hence U, is inP(0, T; WQ(R+)) and 2*,1 belongs to Ls(0, T; P(P). 
(3) It remains to show that II zc, ljLm(O,T1~rV;.z(R+)) is uniformly bounded for 
some Tl with 0 < Tl < T and Tl = T if jj us /12,a < c for some c > 0. 
The inequality (3.5) may be written as 
with 1 v \i:’ = 11 v I[* + jj D% lj2. Since I * 12,2 is equivalent to the ]j . &a-norm, 
we obtain 
C is a constant independent of E and of t. 
It is known that the initial value problem (u!vldt) = Cva, w(0) = j ZL~ /2,2 has a 
local solution in C(0, Tl). Tl is clearly independent of E and, moreover, TX = T 
if // zco Ila,a is small. 
A standard comparison theorem of ordinary differential equations gives 
All the other assertions of the theorem are now easy to establish. The theorem 
is proved. 
We shall now proceed to the proof of Theorem 3.2. 
505/25/3-3 
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LEMMA 3.1. Let u0 be in H’~S2(R+) and let u, be as in. Theorem 3.3. Then u, 
is in L”(0, T, Wlv”(R+)) n L2(0, T; w1°,2(R+)) and u,’ is in L”(O, T; IV5,n(R+)). 
Proof. The lemma follows from the well-known theory of linear parabolic 
initial boundary-value problems by writing 
u,’ + ~0%~ = D3u, - u,Dzc, = f on Ri+ x (0, T), 
u,(O, t) = Dzc,(O, t) = 0, q(x, 0) = x0(x) on R+. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let u. be as in Lemma 3.1. Then 
C is a constant independent of E. Tl is as in Theorem 3.3. 
Proof. (1) Since zl, is in L”(0, T; Wz~*(R+)) n L2(0, T; W0s2(Rf)) and u,’ 
is in L”(0, T, W5*z(R+)), U: belongs to L2(0, T; FF2(R+)). Thus Us’ lies in 
C(0, T; W2(R+)) and ~;(a, 0) m a.k es sense. We have u,‘(x, 0) = --ED%, + 
D3uo - u,,Duo = g, . 
Consider the problem: 
u: + eD4uE’ - D3u; + D(up:) = 0 on R+ x (0, T), 
~~(0, t) = Du,(O, t) = u,‘(O, t) = Du,‘(O, t) = 0, 
z&(x, 0) = u&x) and u,‘(x, 0) = g, * 
(3.9) 
Multiplying (3.9) by u,‘, we obtain 
$(d/dt) u,‘(t)2 + E(D~u,‘, Us’) - (D3uE’) + (D(uEuE’), u,‘) = 0. (3.10) 
Since u,’ is in L2(0, T, WtS2(R+)) n L2(0, T, W4s2(R+)), integrations by parts yield 
(DQE’, u,‘) = Ij D2u8’ jiB, -(D3u;, U<‘) = 0. (3.11) 
On the other hand, (D(zcp~), u,‘) = &(zc,‘Dzl, , q’). Thus, Eq. (3.10) becomes 
by taking into account (3.11) 
(44 II u,‘Wl12 < 3 II ue’(t)l12 II Du$Np,,+, 
G c II %‘W II u4t)ll2,2 - 
(3.12) 
It then follows from the estimate of Theorem 3.3 that 
11 ui(t)h < 11 %‘(o)ll exp(CT) G 4 I/ *O 114,2(l + 11 uO 11) exp(CT)e t3-13) 
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The constants are all independent of E. Hence 
II 21,’ lIpi T .L’(&j) e 31. ’ 1’ 
M is independent of E. 
(2) We have D3.uE = u,’ + ED%L, + z~&, . Combining the estimates of 
Theorem 3.3 with the estimate (3.13), we get easily by using the Sobolev 
imbedding theorem 
iVl is a constant independent of E. 
C is a constant indepmdent of E. Tl is as in TIzeweHz 3.3. 
Proof. We have ~1 + cD4u,’ - D3ul + u,Du,’ + u:Du, = 0. Multiplying 
the equation by uE’ + Dk6’, we obtain 
( u:, uE’ + 0”~;) + c /) D4u; I/’ f E(D~u,‘, q’) - (DSuE’, D4u,‘) 
- (D3zc;, u,‘) -f (D(u,u,‘), u,’ + 0”~~‘) = 0. (3.14) 
Since uE’ is inL”(0, T; WiP2(R+) n W4J(.R+)), integrations by parts give 
-(D3u,‘, u,‘j = 0, -(D3uE’, D%dE’) = -$ j D(D3u,‘y dx 3 0. (3.15) 
R+ 
Moreover 
Also integrations by parts yield 
C is a constant independent of E and t. 
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In the above estimate, we have used the Sobolev imbedding theorem. 
Equation (3.14) becomes, after taking into account (3.15), (3.16), and (3.17) 
(3.18) 
1 uE’(0)l;,2 = 1 -ED4Uo -k D3uo - u,Du, &. 
1 . 12,9 denotes (11 . iI2 + II D”(.)ljz}lp and is equivalent to the II * I/e,,-norm. 
Applying Gronwall’s lemma, we obtain 
1 ~,‘(t)l~,~ < 1 --D4uo + D3uo - u,Du, Ii,2 exp C ( 1 Jt (1 + II W13,d dt) 
0 
< M II u. /Ii,3 exp (C, Jbt (1 + I/ f4(4113,2) ds).
Applying Lemma 3.2, we get 
C is a constant independent of E. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. The proof is similar to that of-Theorem 3.1. Now we 
have some further information, namely, that u is in L2(0, T,; W3,2(R+)) and u’ 
is in L”(0, TX; W8,2(R+)). Since D3u = u’ + UDU, we have (by applying the 
Sobolev theorem) D3u in L”(0, T,; JV*z(R+)). Therefore u is in Lm(O, T,; 
W4,*(R+)). Applying the same argument again, we have UDU in Lm(O, T,; 
W**(R+)) and thus D3u is in Lm(O, T,; Wz,z(R+)). So u is in ,P(O, T,; J@,z(R+)) 
and u’ is in Ls(O, T,; JVg,‘(R+)). By a known argument, we get u in C(0, T,; 
iF2(R+)) and thus u is in cl(0, T,; W2,2(R*)). 
The theorem is proved. 
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